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Decoupling requirement is astonishing 
Factor 20-100 reduction in emission/energy intensity 

Source: Jackson (2009). 
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Effective climate policy: Adopt systems view 
 Indirect and avoidable effects of well-intended strategies and policies 

undercut their effectiveness 
This is likely to happen under Paris climate agreement    
1. Carbon leakage due to different stringency of national policies 
2. Oil market responses (green paradox) if only market subsidies for 

renewable energy 
3. Rebound of weak policies stimulating energy conservation & efficiency 

improvements 
4. Environmental problem shifting of non-systemic policies. 
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Energy/carbon rebound 
 More intensive use of efficient energy-consuming equipment 
 Purchase of larger units or units with more functions 
 Re-spending financial savings due to conservation 
 New, more energy-efficient devices embody much energy 
 Price/market demand consequences 
 Wide diffusion of more (energy-)efficient technologies  … etcetera 

 
 Examples: 

 Steam engine – Jevons paradox (> 100% rebound) 
 UK 2000: cost of lighting 1/3000 of that in 1800; in this period income 15x. But 

much more light use now: relative spending on light down only 50%. 
 Energy intensity defined as energy input per monetary output has dropped by 

>30 % since the 1970s – but total energy use has risen. 
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Re-spending rebound, for three energy carriers 
National averages, 2009 – vary with national prices and carbon intensity 

Source: Antal and van den Bergh (2014, Energy Policy) 
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Illustrating patterns of rebound 
 Rebound differs btw sectors. E.g., often higher for consumers than firms. 
 Rebound differs between energy use categories: low for lighting, high for 

space heating, moderate for cooling, and very high for fuel-efficiency 
improvements in motorized transport. 

 Rebound differs between countries:  it is particularly high in emerging 
economies, with recent studies having estimates in range 50% to >100%. 

 It has been suggested that rebound is merely income effects in disguise. 
Refuted by Saunder (2013, Energy Policy) study for US. 

 Ambitious studies taking economy-wide perspective arrive at high rebound 
estimates. Review of CGE studies: 3 arrive at >100% rebound, 3 others at 
>50%, one in range 30-50%, and one (only unpublished study) at 15%. 

 Rebound underestimated – studies limited in economic & temporal scope 
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Connection between carbon rebound and leakage 
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Rebound ignored in IPCC documents & COP meetings  
 Rebound not mentioned in IPCC’s 40-page Fifth Assessment Synthesis 

Report, while in 31-page summary of Working Group III (Climate Change 
2014: Mitigation of CC) only 1 sentence is devoted to rebound – which 
moreover reflects narrow interpretation & fails to stimulate policymakers 
to consider the connection between climate agreement & rebound.  
 

 This connection has neither received any attention in academic literature. 
To illustrate, the extremely valuable report of “Harvard Project on 
International Climate Agreements”, volume of almost 1000 pages, does not 
offer any serious discussion of rebound. 
 

 Missed opportunity to motivate strict climate policy and international 
policy coordination. 
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Regulation of GHG emissions through prices essential 
1. Can deal with heterogeneous polluters, equalizes marginal 

abatement costs among polluters => cost-effective 
-  contributing to political acceptability  
 

2. Pricing means “decentralisation” of regulation => low information 
needs. 
 

3. Is permanent incentive for both technology adoption & 
innovation  

- moreover, environmental innovation trajectories misguided if prices wrong. 
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Carbon pricing : neglected arguments 

1. Subtle, complete control: all goods/services have price correction 
proportional to pollution generated over life-cycle 

2. Most emissions due to market decisions. Price intervention logical 
3. No separate LCA needed, integration in financial accounting firms 
4. Pricing generates revenues for correcting undesirable distribution 

effects (or for innovation subsidies, or climate finance for poor countries) 
5. Pricing said to be politically unattractive, but international 

coordination of policy arguably easiest through pricing 
6. Guarantees minimal oil price & shifts revenues from OPEC to oil 

importers 
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Rebound extra argument for adopting carbon pricing 
Technical standards not effective: cover only small subset of products 

– E.g., when European Union began phasing out incandescent light bulbs in 2009, 
light-emitting diodes became so widespread that any energy savings were reduced.  

– Impossible to control all emissions with standards: millions of technologies and 
products; moreover, need continuous updating in response to technical change. 

Carbon pricing assures rebound will be optimal from social welfare angle 
Most effective way to discourage rebound is through carbon pricing as it 

affects all potential energy-savings decisions.  
– Cap-and-trade: any rebound tendency would elicit a higher carbon price. 
– Carbon tax: requires adjustment if rebound means not reaching emissions 

reduction goals. This is difficult politically, certainly with a global carbon tax. 
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Not only prices: Policy package 
Only carbon pricing – early lock-in of non-optimal solutions:  

– Reinforces early lock-in of currently cost-effective technologies 
– Learning potential of alternatives is neglected 
– Incremental innovation more attractive than radical innovation 
 
=> Also technology-specific policies needed, to keep options open.  

Only technology support – risk of green paradox: oil market 
responses lower fossil fuel prices, raising demand & emissions 
 

Also information provision – about climate change, urgency 
international policy coordination, and need for carbon pricing 
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 Paris climate agreement isn’t enough 
 

Pledges or Intended Nationally Determined Contributions 
(INDCs) expected to limit increase in global mean surface 
temperature to 2.5-3°C. 

Reactions question compliance but don’t mention systemic effects 
National policies likely weak & distinct => rebound + leakage 
If 25-50% lower reductions, temperature increase up to ±3.7°C,  

implying 33-100% higher unit abatement costs. 
Amendment to Paris agreement: coordination for similar, strict 

national climate policies. Only then systemic effects controlled 
Carbon price ideal: see earlier arguments 
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Enhance transition to carbon pricing 
 

Small group of countries undertaking ambitious unilateral policies: 
climate club + penalties  (Nordhaus, AER 2015) 

Carbon equalization tariffs (=countervailing duties) on carbon-intensive 
imports from non-member countries with weak/no climate policy 

Add “tariff revenue offsets”: i.e. return associated revenues to 
countries from where products subject to the tariff originate 
– Shows goodwill and signals tariffs not meant for protectionism or public revenues.  
– Combination would function as carrot-and-stick, not only penalty. 
– Effectively, climate club would levy carbon tax revenues on behalf of non-members. 

Avoids retaliation, so implementation border tariffs politically easier 
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 Potential use of carbon tariff revenues 
 

Exporting countries could use the received tariff revenues in a 
number of ways: 

– Assist affected industries in adapting to globally emerging climate 
regulations 

– Finance national GHG emission reduction strategies 
– Create broader public support for a climate agreement (and climate club 

membership) among their citizens/voters. 
 

Carbon tariff revenue offsets  can thus make non-member 
countries rethink membership of club, and so enhance 
transition to global carbon pricing 
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 Conclusions and recommendations 
 

1. Rebound sometimes downplayed, but relevance & patterns undisputable 
2. Rebound and other systemic effects neglected by IPCC and at 

COPs/climate summits. Result is voluntary pledge approach of Paris 
3. Motivation for international policy coordination can be strengthened by 

rebound and other systemic concerns => Amendment to Paris agreement 
4. Carbon pricing best instrument to optimally control rebound. Cap-and-

trade advantage over carbon tax 
5. We must use broader set of arguments to push for global carbon pricing: 

effectiveness argument more important than cost-effectiveness 
6. Transition period: climate club with carbon border tariffs. Add tariff 

revenue offsets to enhance political feasibility 
7. Low oil prices mean ideal moment for initializing global carbon price. 
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